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COMPLEMENTARY ASPECTS OF POTENTIAL AND QUARK MODELS FOR BB AND
BB SYSTEMS

Carl B, Dover

Brookhaven National Laboratory-

Upton, New York 119 73

Our topic at this Round Table is the connection between the

particle physics (quark model) and nuclear physics (potential

model) approaches to baryonium. This question is part of a

larger problem which arises in a variety of contexts in strong

interaction physics: How does one reconcile the success of

meson (and baryon) exchange models for many low energy hadron-

hadron scattering processes with the structure of the under-

lying quark model? In the present contribution, we discuss this

general problem, using as examples (1) baryon-baryon (BB) and

baryon-nucleus (specifically N, A, Z and =) interactions, and

(2) baryon-antibaryon (BB) systems and their coupling to
2—2

diquark-antidiquark (Q Q ) complexes, and (3) interactions of
antinucleons with nuclei.

It is by now generally accepted that the quark model and

quantum chromodynamics (QCD) provide a fundamental theory of

strong interactions, in which the elementary quark-quark inter-

actions are mediated by gluon exchange. There have been several

attempts to proceed from the quark level to an understanding of,

for example, nucleon-nucleon forces (1) or the saturation

properties and structure of nuclei (2,3). There are also
? 2

several calculations of the spectrum of Q~Q states (4-6) and
some estimates of their relative couplings to 33 channels (4).

The quark model description of the 33 system is most appro-

priate for short range phenomena, where the three quark bags

are fused into one six quark system of, in general, non-spheri-

cal shape. In principle, the quark model can also be used to

describe the longer range interaction which operates when the

six quark bag starts to "fission" into tvo spearate baryons.

In practice (1), this is very difficult, since to describe a

long range interaction one must at least include the possibility



of a long "neck" connecting the bags. On the other hand,

phenomenological one boson exchange (OBE) models for BB inter-

actions are best suited for the description of long range inter-

actions. The most secure feature of OBE models is the dominance

of single pion exchange at large distances. The coupling con-

stant ĝjjjjj required to describe NN phase shifts for peripheral

partial waves is essentially the same as that which emerges from

the study of TTN dispersion relations. Dispersion techniques

have also been applied to the calculation of the two pion

exchange (TPE) contribution (7,8) to the NN potential. This

elegant approach links the TPE part to phase shifts for Tcn-*inr

and 7rN-*-rrN processes in a consistent way, without introducing

additional free parameters. In more phenomenological OBE models,

p and z exchange potentials with adjustable coupling strengths

are used to describe TPE.

The short range behavior of the NN interaction is often

parametrized in terms of several cutoff parameters to mitigate

the singular behavior of meson exchange potentials. Alterna-

tively, one may use a hard core or a boundary condition model

(9). In any case, tne concept of a local potential V(r) is

ill-defined in a region of coordinate space where the nucleons

overlap. It is precisely in this region where the quark model

describes the essential features of the NN interaction: the

"hard core" emerges as a consequence of the Pauli principle for

quarks, and tensor and spin-orbit forces result from the spin

dependence of the one gluon exchange force, as specified by QCD.

The QCD and meson exchange pictures are thus equivalent rep-

resentations of the same physics. The QCD picture is more

fundamental, but the boson exchange model remains the most

economical way cf summarizing information on the long and

medium range BB interaction at low energies.

We now look at the equivalence of the QCD and meson exchange

pictures in more detail, using the strength of the baryon-

nucleus spin-orbit potential as an example. There is abundant

information on VT from ODtical model fits to nucleon-nucleus
N

polarization data. The relation of the one-body strength V

to the underlying two-body spin-orbit and tensor potentials



has been carefully examined by Scheerbaum (10). He shows that
Nmeson theory gives a quantitative account of VL_ in finite

nuclei, if exchange and second.order tensor effects are included.

Recently, the spin-orbit splitting in hypernuclei (v's) has been

found to be small (11). The question of spin-orbit couplings

for strange particles has been studied both in QCD and in meson

exchange models. We now show that the predictions for VI c are

substantially equivalent..

In the context of QCD, Pirner (12) considers the B—nucleus

potential as arising from combined single gluon exchange and

quark interchange between the valence baryon B and the core

nucleons. He finds a spin-

core potential of the form

nucleons. He finds a spin-orbit contribution V£s to the guark-

V° = aS P (Q) /p_(N)\3 l i d p(r) I .S (1)

where ac z 0.5 is the quark-gluon coupling constant,

pT,(Q) ~ 600 MeV/c and P^CN) = 270 MeV/c are the Fermi momenta for

quarks and nucleons, M = pt,(Q) an^ Mo are effective masses for

gluons and quarks, and p(r) is the nuclear density. Pirner (12)

now sums V^ _ over the n non-strange quarks in the valence baryon,

treating the strange quarks as spectators, and uses the approxi

ion^J ^n"S0 * n^O ~n' 2^^o" Generalizing his model slightly

to include the =, we find

V L : VLS : VLS = V L| = 1 : 4/3 : 0 : 1/3 (2)

The vanishing of VLg is due to the fact that the ud diquark in

the A has spin and isospin zero. This model [12] involves a

number of very crude approximations, but does give a qualitative

mechanism for the observed [11] suppression of V ^ . In the

future, one may be able to extract V_ _ and V ~ from data on the
- + - + _

(K ,ir ) and (K ,K ) reactions, if the £ and = states are
sufficiently narrow (13,14).

Xj

One can also estimate V in a meson exchange model.

Several crude calculations have been done [15]. For an isosoin



saturated core, VTo receives contributions from a, § and e
lib *

exchange for BN-*BN and K exchange for AN-*-NA and ZN->W2. A

comprehensive OBE model has been developed by deSwart and col-

laborators [16], which incorporates SU(3) symmetry for coupling

constants, and simultaneously fits all NN, AN and EN data. In

this model, the e is an SU(3) singlet. For the two body AN and

IN systems, there are antisymmetric [̂  -a) .-£] as well as symmetric
[ (<7t •+ azj .1 spin-orbit forces. ' If we use this model [16], and

construct the effective BN interaction from the free space potential
using standard techniques, we find [17] •

V L 1
 : VLS : VLS : VLi * X : °-95 : °'1 : °-1' (3)

J

in essential agreement with the quark model estimate of Eq. (2).

The mechanism for the suppression of V. q in the OBE picture is

the cancellation of much of the coherent contribution of sym-

metric &» and e spin-orbit forces by the K and antisymmetric (a

exchange terms. For the Z, these latter contributions change
v

sign, and the value of VT c is enhanced, becoming comparable to
KT

V . The mechanism for this is clear if one works in a model

with SU(3) symmetry for coupling constants (note that overall

SU(3) is broken by the use of different masses for N, A, Z, and

= in recoil corrections). It may be that this symmetry sum-

marizes phenomenologically the Pauli principle requirements and

graph counting rubs at the quark level, with particular choices

for the parameters a „, ae, a' and 8 of SU(3). In any case,
pb V V V p

the QCD and meson theory estimates of V_,, agree well, suggesting

again that we are looking at complementary rather than funda-

mentally different approaches to the same problem.

The complementarity of the underlying quark model ("particle

physics approach") and the meson exchange picture ("nuclear

physics approach") can also be seen in the context of the had-

ronic spectrum, in particular in the prediction of the quantum

numb rs of the lowest lying resonant states. For instance,

consider the A(1232) resonance in TN scattering. In the quark

model, the lowest lying 3/2 non-strange baryon must have a

symmetric isospin wave function (I -i 3/2) , since the space

(L=0) and spin (S=3/2) p=srts are syn|rr.etric. Total antisymmetry



of the wave function is provided by the color factor. In a

hadron exchange picture* be it a static Chew-Low approximation

or a relativistic dispersion relation treatment, u-channel

nucleon exchange produces attraction only in the J=3/2, T=3/2

channel for iHSI P-waves. Thus the two apparently different

models produce the same quantum numbers for the lowest lying

state.

Another good example of the complementarity of quark and

particle exchange models is provided by the spectrum of strange-
* *

ness-1 Y resonances. The Y 's are classified in the quark model

into multiplets of the SU(6) @ 0(3) group [18]. Alternatively,

one can treat the coupled KN, Zir and ATT systems using partial

wave dispersion relations and the N/D method [19], including all

the relevant u-channel baryon and t-channel meson exchanges. The

OBE model is a poor man's version of this technique, where only

the t-channel exchanges are included as a potential, and one

solves a wave equation to obtain unitary scattering amplitudes .

If one applies the OBE model to the KN, and ETT systems,

several qualitative features emerge [20}:

1) the central part of the KN "potential" displays an attrac-

tive coherence of e and 03 exchanges in all channels. For 1=0,

p exchange further supports this coherence;

2) p spin-orbit terms are the most important, so channels

with T ,T -2.S,, > 0 gain additional attraction. The KN potentials
is. IN ~ ""Ed

can be arranged in order of decreasing attraction. This leads
*

to .̂he corresponding ordering of Y resonances which couple

primarily to the KN channel: P . < P.. , < P.... <Pn-,, and sim-

ilarly for higher partial waves. A potential can also be vrritten
down for the T;Z channel, except that the attractive ci exchange

*
is now absent. Similar arguments enable one to order the Y

resonances coupling predominately to the ~Z channel: for L=l,

we have Pn, < P-,, < P,~ < Pn3- Note that maximum attraction in

both KN and ETT channels occurs for 1 = 0, j = I - 1/2. V7e thus

expect alow-lying PQ->/
 D o V F05' G

0 7 / - - - ^
a n ^ f° r both KN and

ITT. Of course, these two bands are coupled, since KN *-*• Em via
*

t-channel K or K (890) exchange or u-channel baryon exchange.

We expect two states in each channel PQ1»
 D03' e t c * ' tiie lowest

lying member of the pair coupling r.ore strongly to KN. This is



what is observed experimentally. The I = 0, j = £-1/2 KH band

consists of

A(1115) A(1520) A(1815) A(2100) (4)
P0l D03 F05 G07

while -the corresponding ETT band is

A(1600) A (1690) A(2110) (5)
P01 D03 Fos

The existence of these two bands is one of the dominant features
*

of the Y spectrum. The predictions for the quantum numbers of

the lowest-lying Y states of given L follow from the attractive

coherences of meson exchange forces in particular channels. We

meet these coherences again later in our discussion of the NN

system. In the quark model, the spin dependence of gluon

exchange forces also produces maximum attraction for the same

bands as in Eqs. (4) and (5). The discussion of "potentials"

for the KN and Eir systems is of course quite old-fashioned com-

pared to the group theoretical classification scheme of the quark

model. However, note that the two models agree on the quantum

numbers of the lowest-lying states of a particular L. This may

be taken as one more illustration that potential and quark

models offer alternative descriptions of some of the same

phenomena.

Now let us proceed to a discussion of the baryon-antibaryon

(BB) sector. We specialize our remarks to the NN system,

although the comments on coherences of meson exchange potentials

apply to all BB channels. In a potential model, where the NN

interaction is represented by a sum of t-channel OBE terms

V * (r) = £ V.(r), the corresponding NM potential is given [21] by

VNN-(x) = E (-)GiV.(r), where G. is the G-parity of meson i. The
i

G-parity rule follows from the combined charge conjugation and

isospin invariance of the usual phenomenological strong inter-

action Lagrangian. It is important, to emphasize [22] that the
NN NN

above transformation V -»• V only makes sense for the medium

and long range parts of the potential (r > 0.8 fin, say). It"



7
gives no reliable information on the short range behavior of

V^. (r) , which is in any case not well defined.

The essential features_of the spectrum of bound states and
NN

resonances emerging from V, (r) alone can be succinctly summarized

as follows [22]:

1) in certain channels {LSJl}, the meson exchange forces

display attractive -;r repulsive coherences of central, tensor

and quadratic spin-orbit terms. For S = l , 1 = 0 , L-= J + 1

states, these coherences give maximum attraction, leading to a

natural parity band with J (I ) = 0 (0 ) , 1 (0 ) , 2 (0 ) ,

etc. This band comprises the lowest-lying states of each J in

any OBE model, independent of the choice of coupling constants

and masses. The absolute energies of these states, on the other

hand, are extremely model dependent. If one imposes the not

unreasonable requirement that the energies of these states lie

above the observed mesons (e, co, f, etc.), of the same quantum

numbers, one or two of these states (typically the n = o 1 and

2 ) lie in the general vicinity of the NN threshold (spaced by

roughly 300 MeV);

2) other features of the level ordering are more model

dependent, and the NN potentials have little real predictive

power. Channels with 1 = 1 lack the strong degree of attractive

coherence characteristic of 1 = 0 ; thus 1 = 1 states tend to

cluster near threshold.

Annihilation processes produce sizable modifications of the

NN spectrum produced by OBE models. Annihilation has been

treated with varying levels of sophistication [21-26}. It is

clear that annihilation processes can considerably alter the

predictions of OBE models. In addition to acquiring a width,

the level order of states can be modified. Note that the 0 ,

1 , 2 ... band is least affected by annihilation, since the

coherence of meson exchange forces allows that wave functions

for these states to be localized at larger radii R than other

configurations which receive their binding from short range

attraction.

Several optical model and coupled channel studies of low

energy NN scattering have been made (23-26). In a one-channel



description (26) with a local annihilation potential V (r),

parametrized so as to fit elastic, charge exchange and total

NN cross sections, it is found that ReV . , Im V and V are

comparable in magnitude in the vicinity of 1 fm, where strong

absorption sets in. Although the range of V is short

(a = 0.2 fin), the depth ImV (r=0) is very large, so that

Im V A N N (r) remains strong (> 100 MeV) out to r = 1-1.1 fm.

The one channel picture is of course much too crude. Hoxvever,

if one works in a coupled scheme (24) where the meson annihi-

lation channels are represented by a single "effective channel"

with an average energy and coupling strength, these conclusions

do not change appreciably. The effective V (r,E) continued

below the NN threshold at E = 2M^ is not rapidly energy

dependent in these models, and the widths of NN bound states

are generally quite large (T > 50 MeV). Note that the attrac-

tive real part of V „„ leads to a new phenomenon near threshold:

the appearance of "coupled channel poles", which produce enhance-

ments of the low energy NN cross sections (24).

The NN scattering data show a need for strong absorption

out to at least r - 1 fm. We see this already in the most

primitive model of an absorbing sphere a. la Blatt and Weisskopf.

The only salvation for narrow NN quasinuclear states appears to

rest in the possibility that V N(r,E) is strongly energy

dependent and decreases rapidly in strength below threshold.

Green and collaborators (23) have gi^en a model in which such

an energy dependence arises, by coupling an NN scattering state

to a channel cantaining a pion and an NN* bound state. They

obtain values of T considerably reduced with respect to those

obtained in one channel models (25,26). Nevertheless, NN bound

states remain quite broad (r>50MeV). The Shapiro group (21)

has advanced other more qualitative arguments for narrow widths,

which have been criticized in some detail by van der Velde (24).

One might also ask whether any useful constraints on the

OBE model can be derived from NN scattering data. Unfortunately,

the ansvjer appears to be negative. The early work (25) already

showed that NN scattering was annihilation dominated. As in

heavy ion scattering, strong absorption masks the effects of the

real potential, except in a sharply localized part of coordinate



space just outside the absorptive region. Even here, one can

only extract the sum V + ReV,^,^? since V is comparable to

and we cannot calculate ReV precisely, little infor-

mation on V is.obtained. If a narrow NFf resonance occurred

close to threshold, the situation raight be more favorable. How-

ever, for low L, this would require an anomalously small V

in a particular channel, since we know that V must be very

strong on the average for the low L partial waves which parti-

cipate in the low energy total cross sections. If L is large,

the centrifugal barrier focuses the wave function in the "pocket"

of attraction due to V. (r), and both the elastic and annihilation

widths could be suppressed. However, the only NN channels where

V (r) is likely to be attractive enough to support a high L state

near threshold are the 1 = 0 natural parity states previously

mentioned. Again, we see that this band of states (0 , 1 ,

2 , etc.) plays a special role in the KN problem, since they

are the best a priori candidates for narrow structures. We now

discuss how a trajectory with these same quantum numbers plays

an important role in the quark model description of baryoniumH

In addition to the familiar low-lying mesons {it, n, p, etc.)

composed of a quark and an antiquark (QQ), the quark model inevi

tably leads to other more complicated structures, for instance
2—2

the exotic Q Q mesons [27-29], These states, which are expected

to be strongly coupled to the NN channel, were anticipated early

on [30] as a necessary consequence of duality. In the MIT bag

model, with the bag pressure and quark-gluon coupling constant

obtained from a fit to the low-lying meson spectrum, the spec-
2—2

trum of Q Q "baryonium" states can be predicted without free
2—2

parameters. The Q Q spectrum contains many states with a high
degree of degeneracy. Following the notation of Jaffe (27), the

2 2
color 3 © 3 combinations of Q <§) Q which couple to NN may be
grouped on trajectories as follows:



A: J = I; S = 0; G = (-) ; 1 = 0

B*: J = t, I ± 1; G = (-1}Z ^ X or (-1)Z; 1 = 1

J = I; S = 0; G = (-1)^ + Z; I = 0, lr 2

C: J a £ ± 1, -2; S = 1; G = (-1)* * I * 1; I = 0, 1, 2

\ J = I ± 2, £ ± 1, £; S = 2; G = C-l)^ + I; I = 0, 1, 2

Here £ is the relative orbital angular momentum and S is the
2 2

total spin of the Q Q system. The main features of the spectrum
are:

1) C-parity doublets (B~), 2) isospin degeneracy, in par-

ticular the existence of isotensor states on the C trajectories-

It appears that many more "primitives" are predicted than can b3

seen as narrow resonances in the data. A recent discussion based

on the P-matrix [31] has shed light on. the question of whether

bag states appear as ordinary resonances; in some cases, the

corresponding phase shifts are in fact repulsive. Out of the

many states in Eg. (6), it is important to know which ones are

strongly coupled to the NN channel. An answer to this question

has been provided [27] in the context of the 13O model, in which
_ 2—2 °

the coupling NN •*• Q Q proceeds via an annihilation of a QQ pair

with the quantum numbers of the vacuum (0 (0 )). This model

has been successful [32] as a description of strong interaction

vertices in the quark model. When'applied here, it predicts

[27] that the A trajectory is most strongly coupled to the NN"

channel. Note that the A trajectory corresponds exactly to the

1 = 0 natural parity band (0 , 1 , 2" ...) for which the QBE

exchange potentials are maximally attractive for the NK system!

This provides another example of the complementarity of the

potential and quark pictures.

Although the "leading trajectory" is the same for the Q Q"

and NN models, the two approaches differ significantly in most

other respects. The high degree of isospin degeneracy found in
2—2 —

the Q Q spectrum is absent in NN potential models, for which
isospin dependent exchanges (ir̂ p) generally produce large splittings



of I = o and 1 states (22) for S = 1. Of course, no isospin

two states occur in the UN spectrura; for this, one needs I'TS",

NA, AA, etc. In particular models [33], one can obtain a close

lying I = 0, 1 pair of S = 0 states {no coherent tensor forces

to give splitting!), but this is not a general feature. The

C-parity doublets (B ) of the Q Q model do not occur in the O3E

model, except for particular choices of the coupling constants.

The models also differ in the parity of states which are predicted

to lie very close to the NN threshold. The Q"Q model favors

negative parity states very near threshold (27), while potential

models can produce states of both parity near threshold,

although positive parity P-states are favored (21,22). Many of

these details may be very difficult to test experimentally, since

in the region below threshold many of the low L states of the
2 2

Q Q or NN systems mav bs broad and ovsrlaooing.
2—2

In the quark model, the question of widths of Q Q states
has remained unresolved. For high L, one can argue (27) that the
2 —2

Q and Q clusters are well separated, and the rearrangement into
QC2 mesons is impeded. These high L states (L > 2, say) lie well

— 2—2
above the NN threshold. The Q Q states belov7 threshold have
L = 0 or 1, and there are no convincing arguments for narrow
widths in this case. Deeply bound narrow states seeni unlikely,

2—2 —
in Q Q as well as KM models. Narrow states above threshold are

2—2 T C -!-+
more likely in the Q Q model. Candidates with J' = 2 or 3

occur ir> the region of 1900-2050 MeV. In \ iew of the confused

experimental situation, even for the fv.T-srly "well established"

S(1930) jneson, it seems premature to try to compare the theoretical

spectrum with experiment (although in fact numerous such speculations

including some by the present author, have already appeared).

The up-hot of these remarks is that one should not be trying
— 2—2

to decide whether the NN or the Q Q model is "right". We should

recognize that ".these two models focus on complementary aspects

(long range vs. short range descriptions) of the same problem.

One should attempt to fuse the two pictures in a way which

emphasizes the region in which each is appropriate. For instance,
2 2

one could consider a set of coupled equations for NN -> Q Q -*• r̂r-3",
keeping in mind possible double counting problems. The NN



potential model provides a quantitative description of entrance

anc1 exit channel phenomena (distorted waves) - By itself, the

?<M node! yields a good description [25,25] of "shape elastic"

scattering and the non-resonant absorption cross section (see

Blatt and V?eisskopf' s book for a similar discussion for nucleon-

nucleus scattering). The Q~-Q channel is then analogous to a

"compound state", giving rise to resonant phenomena and compound

elastic scattering- Since the absorptive potential W.. (r) in the

NN channel xs large, "shape elastic" resonances are likely to be
2 2

washed out. In the Q -Q channel, however, the absorption W, (r)
2—2 "

may be quite weak, since Q Q decay in.'co mesons is suppressed. To :

2 2

first approximation, the Q -Q states couple to the continuuia only

through the NN channel. The situation is reminiscent of the for-

mation of narrow isobaric analogue resonances in proton-nucleus

elastic scattering. Here the channel coupling arises from the

rather weak (p,n) charge exchange reaction, and W_(r) << W1(r)

because the density of states of the appropriate isospin is small.
2 —2 " —

The amount of leakage of the Q -Q state into the NN continuum is
2 —21 —

a delicate function of the coupling raatrix element <Q —-Q [NN>.

The A trajectory of Eq. (6), which has the largest overlap with

NN, may be too strongly coupled to give narrow peaks in the NN

elastic cross section. The more weakly coupled trajectories (B~,

for instance) may then provide the best candidates for narrow struc-

ture. Quantitative calculations along these lines are in progress.

So far we have concentrated on the elementary NTS system.

One might ask: can anything additional be learned from p"-nucleus

scattering? Rafelski (34) has examined the question ©f how the

large energy release in p absorption is disposed of In the

nucleus. His emphasis is on the formation of "hot spots", high

density quark matter, etc. , and hov; these effects might show up

in high multiplicity events. The problem is how to identify

a unique signature associated with quark degrees of freedom,

since no reliable calculations of the "background" exists. For

instance, cascade calculations are untrustworthy for high

multiplicity processes or high momentum tails of inclusive

distributions, where quark effects are most likely seen.

We present here some considerations based en the p-nucleusoptical model picture, which is highly successful for p-nucleus



scattering. If we start from a complex two-body nil interaction

V — (r) (25,26), arranged to fit the elementary cross section
!p ™ **

data, we can construct an effective interaction V̂ r?1" (r) in the

nuclear medium. To first approximation, the single particle

optical potential V^?u(r)

the nuclear density p(r):

V ^ Cr'-r) p(r') (7)

optical potential V^?u(r) is obtained by folding V ® ^ (r) over

'

There are large corrections to Sq. (7) in the nuclear interior

(r<R), but the absorption here is so strong that the cross sec-

tions are quite insensitive to the form of V—-""(r). For r>R,

where the form of V^pi"(r) is crucial, Eq. (7) is a better approxi

mation. Crudely speaking, the effective interaction for large r

has the form [35]

SI (r) = "Vo Sjj-i- -iHo i ^
R I

The range yR~ of the real part is of order 0.5 fm, corresponding

to an "effective" scalar meson exchange (s). The imaginary part

has a shorter range u ~ -^/^ = °-2 flri- *rJls r-:n-s- radii of the

real and imaginary parts of Vrr- " (r) are

2 1/2 2 , 1/2

<r >R = |<r >p -r 5/^ j (9)

<r > =

The real N potential is seen to have a somewhat longer range than

the imaginary part. For a light target such as "He, for which
2 2

<r > » 2.9 fm , the range difference is significant:

< r2 >l/2 _ < r 2 > V 2 = Q33 fmf where <r
2>y2 ~ 2.1 fm.

The fact that the real N-nucleus potential "sticks out"

beyond the imaginary part could have very interesting consequences

[35], For particular orbital angular nioraentun: Z and iT energy E,

this longer range "pocket" of nuclear attraction can produce an

almost classical localization of the N wave function, which is



focused by the centrifugal barrier which dominates on either side

of the "pocket". If the absorption is relatively weak, in the

pocket, one gets an orbiting phenomenon of the N around the

nucleus. This shows up as an enhancement, of backward 57-nucleus

elastic scattering for certain energies. The excitation function

for 180° scattering displays peaks of several MeV widths in the

low energy region {E<lQ0 MeV). The size of the backward peak in

G/OT5Uth is typically a factor of 1000 less than the forward peak.

For p + He, it may be possible to look for this bacZ< angle

phenomenon by detecting the recoiling Ke. It should be stated

that the appearance of p-orbiting is very model dependent: it

is sensitive to the choice of well depths and the radial shapes

(diffusenesses) of the real and imaginary Darts of V—^ (r), as
~ Li

well as the difference in radii. This "surface transparency"

phenomenon, described here for the iT, is known to occur in certain

cases in heavy ion elastic scattering [36].
ef f

Several features of the K spin-orbit term V~c (r) in Eq. (8)

are also worthy of note. For nucleons (10), the one-body spin-

orbit term arises mostly from the underlying two-body spin-orbit

potential, which receives coherent contributions from e and to

exchange. There is in addition a significant correction to
ef fV_ (r) in heavy nuclei from the second order iteration of the
J-lb

two-body tensor force [10]. For the K, the contribution of the
off

dominant a exchange to V~ ~(r) changes sign, and now largely

cancels against the £ piece. The 1 = 0 tensor force for NN is

coherently attractive, unlike the NN case, and thus second order

tensor contributions to V?;t (r) mav be much larger. As a result,
ef^ —

it is not even clear "a priori what the sign of VT ~ is for the 53.

Measurements of the p-nucleus polarisation ?{3)would shed some

light on this question. However, the presence of strong absorp-

tion will make the theoretical interpretation of P(5) much more

difficult for N's than for nucleons. In particular, P{9) is

likely to be fairly snail in most cases. One should be on the

lookout for large absolute values and rapid energy dependences

in P{0), which could signal the existence of an unexpected

phenomenon. At present, N-nucleus physics is an uncharted area,

both experimentally and theoretically, and warrants greater
attention in the future.
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